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Hunt tells jury Mitchell
backed Watergate plan
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WASHINGTON (AP)-E Howard
Hunt testified at the Watergate coverup trial yesterday that in April 1972. he
was told that the "big man" had
approved a political intelligence plan
'calling lor illegal break-ins and
wiretapping.
Asked who the "big man" was. Hunt
replied:
"There was only one big man
involved in the entire planning episode
T
V big man involved stature-wise was
tin attorney general. Mr. John
Mitchell"
Hunt, convicted of burglary and
conspiracy in the Watergate break-in
trial, said it was another of the breakin conspirators. G. Gordon l.iddy, who
told htm Mitchell had approved the
intelligence operation
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ASKED HOW HE knew Liddy meant
Mitchell, Hunt said Liddy always
referred to the then attorney general

"as the big man and also as the big
boy "
His answer drew a laugh Irom
Mitchell, one of five defendants
charged with conspiring to block
investigation of the Watergate break
in
The other defendants are former
White House aides II H Haldcman and
John I) Khrlichman. former assistant
attorney general Robert (" Mardian.
and Kenneth W Parkinson, one-time
attorney for the Nixon re-election
committee
Over protests from the defense
attorneys. US. District Judge John J
Sirica agreed to a prosecution request
to call Hunt as a court witness, which
meant that both prosecution and
defense attorneys could ask leading
questions in an attempt to get him to
tell all he knows
THE PROSECUTORS cited several

City officials propose student firefighters
By Dave Davli
Staff Reporter

University and city officials are
hoping a student-augmented eastside
fire station can alleviate present
University fire protection problems
A train using the Penn Central tracks
running through the city can form a
barrier for emergency equipment
trying to reach the city's east side
from the present fire station's
downtown location.
According to Wesley K Hoffman,
municipal administrator, a possible
solution to the problem involves using
students as firefighters and relocating
the station
A student force-housed, fed and
trained by the city- is a possibility
The proposed solution follows a study
conducted by the National Loss Control
Corp. of Chicago that favored
relocation of lire stations due to a shift
in the population
The study found that the intersection
of Manville Avenue and East Wooster
Street was the best site
Since the city owns the Municipal
Utilities Building on the northwest
corner of the intersection, city officials
have designated the building's rear
portion as the most likely site for the
fire station
However, Hoffman said, two factors
may prevent the relocation of the
station.
First, many downtown businessmen,
school officials and parents will
complain if the fire station is moved to
the east side of the tracks. Hoffman
explained.
The other problem is relocating the

electric company which now occupies
the rear portion of the utilities
building, he added
But he cautioned, "the city doesn't
have the money to support two manned
fire stations, though it would if
students manned the second station."
The utilities building will be
remodeled at the city's expense into a
fire station including a dormitory
complete with kitchen, he said Then
the University will hopefully grant fee
waivers or pay the students for their
work, he said
"This will help other state
universities solve their fire related
problems," he added
Another possibility being considered,
he said, concerns the University.
Because of its definite interest in fire
protection, it might purchase the
utilities building, except the part which
will house the fire station, according to
Hoffman.
"The University could use the
building for additional office space,"
he added.
The city will eventually sell the
building, excluding the rear portion so
the University will be offered "first
grab," Hoffman said. The building was
recently appraised at between $170,000S 180.000, he said
Plans for the program are already
moving ahead, according to Howard
Rutter, city safety director. He said he
plans to use 14 University students in a
pilot program.
He said students who have "the
desire, a flare for public service of this
kind and the training" will be accepted
In the program.
Training will be given at a

firefighting school conducted by the
Bowling Green Fire Dept. The school
usually has four sessions each year
which are attended by firefighters
from northwest and central Ohio,
Rutter said.
Rutter could give no date for the
program's initiation because, he said,
"the program hinges on the
construction of a proposed city
services building that would house the
electric company."
In the future, Rutter added, a new
fire station is planned for construction
at the intersection of Wintergarden
Road and West Wooster Street. This

should alleviate problems ol west side
fire protection, he said.
Dr Michael R Ferrari, vice
president of resource planning, said
the "dorm-type package is attractive."
However, he said, the program
might face a funds shortage il the Ohio
Board of Regents drops its $46,500
annual city subsidy
The subsidy, given to other cities
such as Oxford. Kent and Athens, is
used to offset increased costs of police
and fire protection because of the
universities' presence, he said

The subsidy may be dropped because
the Board of Regents may have
"higher priorities." he added
Dr. Ferrari also said he would like to
talk to students before any decision is
reached on the matter He added that
student input would come through the
Student Affairs Off ice
Dr Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
of student affairs, said there has been
some interest in such a program
before
He said it is still too early to
determine present student interest in
the program, but he would give it
serious consideration.

instances in which Hunt allegedly lied
to a grand jury after he was given
immunity [rom prosecution in
exchange lor his cooperation
Hunt, a former CIA agent and an
author of spy novels, told how he was
recruited by Liddy to help develop a
political intelligence capability for the
Nixon re-election committee
He testified that Liddy asked me to
help him prepare a budget related to
certain projects desired by the
attorney general. Mr John Dean and
Mr Jeb Stuart Magruder "
Dean was then White House counsel
and Magruder was .icting director of
tin- IT election committee
HI NT TESTIFIED how he helped
Liddy prepare a budget of nearly $1
million for a plan code-named
Gemstonc
This plan included illegal break ins
electronic surveillance, as well as
kidnapping squads and prostitutes to
compromise prominent Democrats
Twice. Liddy s proposed intelligence
plans were rejected at meetings in
Mitchell's Justice Department office
Bill in early April. 1972. Hunt said the
plan was scaled down to a budget ol
"Something under $250,000' and il was
then that Liddy told him "the big man
had given his approval "
ASKED IF THE scaled-down plans
still contained plans for bugging and
Illegal entries. Hunt said it did
Hunt said Mitchell was to occupy the
same hotel suite in Miami Beach,
where both national political
conventions were held in 1972. as
Democratic National Chairman
Lawrence F O'Brien.
The Democrats met first. Hunt
said Liddy quoted Mitchell as telling
him 'be sure to get those bugs out
before I go in

University exceeds enrollment quota again
ByReseHame
Maaagiag Editor

The University has again exceeded
its ceiling of 15.000 full-time equivalent
IFTEI students, this time by 455
students, according to figures
compiled by the office of resource
planning.
The 15,455 FTE hours are being
generated by graduate and undergraduate students totalling 15,(15.
The Ohio Board of Regents last year
penalized the University by withholding $227,000 of the state subsidy
when the FTE figure exceeded 15,600
"We certainly aren't over as much
as we were last year," said Glen Van
Wormer. assistant vice president for
institutional planning.
HE SAID THE FTE figure may be
reduced by including the number of
evening students.

Van Wormer added the FTE figure
doesn't include persons studying
abroad He said, however, that the
Regents could decide to include those
students at their discretion.
The FTE total is about 140 hours
more than what the University had
projected, according to Van Wormer.
The figure is obtained by taking the
number of credit hours generated
before 5 p.m. and dividing by 15. the
average class-hour load.
The 15,815 students include 4.554
freshmen, 3,217 sophomores. 3.064
juniors, 2,769 seniors and 1.880
graduate students. There are 331
transfer and unclassified students.
OUT-OF-STATE undergraduate and
graduate students total 1.069, with
foreign students totalling 159 Both
groups are included in the FTE figure
Miami University came close to its
15,000 ceiling with a 14,278 enrollment

A spokesman from Miami's registrar'! office said students were housed
in residence hall lounges for the first
few weeks of the quarter He added the
lounge residents have since been
assigned to rooms
Final enrollment at Ohio University
fell short ol the projected 14.600 by
nearly 1.000 students.
A spokesman for the university said
final enrollment was 13.610 He added
that 5.400 ol the 8.800 dormitory spaces
have been filled.
THE SPOKESMAN SAID the lack ol
enrollment is not concentrated in one
college bul is "an across-the-board"
phenomenon. The enrollment ceiling at
Ohio University is 20.000
Enrollment at Kent State University
totalled 18.458. falling 101 short of lasl
year, according to a spokesman Irom
the admissions office He said the
freshman class is up 347 from last
year's.

'The enrollment ceiling is not much
of a realistic question here." he said
He added that Kent State is closer to
Idling its dormitories this year than it
has been since 1970
However, residence halls there are
built with rooms of "super single" and
"super double" sizes according to the
spokesman He said a room designated
as a double room could comlortably
accomodate three persons

Weather
Mostly cloudy today aad
tomorrow with showers likely.
High today In the upper 60s and
low 70s. Low tonight in the upper
40> and lower 50s. High tomorrow
in Ike mid to upper 60s.
Probability of precipitation 66 per
ceat today aad tonight.

Glenn, Perk cite qualifications
in debate over national issues
By Lorraiae Jameson
Staff Reporter

CINCINNATI-The two candidates
for the U.S. Senate presented a
potpourri of political views Saturday at
a debate here.
John Glenn and Ralph Perk
discussed their public careers and
qualifications before a crowd of about
100 journalists at the Associated Press
Society of Ohio conference.
Glenn, the Democratic candidate,
cited his 23-year military career as a
test pilot and astronaut, his vice
presidency of Royal Crown and his indepth understanding of problems as his
qualifications for office.
Glenn also said he believed the
Senate needed more of a technological
orientation, which be could provide.
Perk, mayor of Cleveland and the
Republican candidate, recapped his 25
years of experience in public office,
which included five terms on city
council, two terms as county auditor,
land two terms a* mayor.
Perk said he balanced Cleveland's
budget, improved public services, and
reduced major crime 26 per cent
during his two terms as Cleveland's
mayor.

Perk attacked Glenn's lack of
experience in public office, charging
that Glenn would not know how to get a
piece of legislation through a
legislative body.
"The U.S. Senate is no place for ontbe-job training." he said. "It is not a
lab or a launching pad It is a
legislative body."
Glenn said his top priorities include
balancing the budget, energy
conservation and research, maximum
food production, anti-trust action
against industries where there has
been collusion to keep prices up.
He also said he favors elimination of
many tax shelters, and a government
program for unemployment if the
present rate goes beyond six or seven
per cent.
Glenn said he would not support
wage and price controls at this time
because the situation in the United
States is not that critical yet. He said
controls would only unbalance the
system to a greater extent.
Perk also did not support wage and
price controls. He said be would seek
excess profit taxes, tax the long term
gains of corporations, repeal the
depreciation allowance, eliminate tax
shelters and repeal foreign trade

credits and intangible drilling
allowances.
Glenn said he hoped there would be
increased research in nuclear, solar,
and geothermal energy to supplement
petroleum reserves.
Perk and Glenn differed in their
opinions concerning the Rockefeller
nomination.
"Mr. Rockefeller was strongly in
favor of abortion. I am not," Perk
explained. "In good conscience I would
oppose him."
Perk said be doubts that Rockefeller
will be nominated.
"I felt it was a good nomination
pending the committee findings,"
Glenn said. "But I'll suspend judgment
until the committee completes its
work."
Concerning the Mideast situation.
Glenn said, "We stlH have a moral
commitment to see Israel established.
but it has gone beyond that."
Glenn said Mideast oil supplies make
it imperative to keep peace in the
region.
• To pafle four

Hazy harvest

With the harvest in from the summer crop a lonely bom's sBo fades into the
hortxon behind a earn Hoik silhouette. (Nowsphoto by Gone J. Pwsfcor)
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protest suggested

epiTGRiaLS
u.s. now playing
with big kid
Sec. of State Henry A. Kissinger said Sunday there was a "reasonable
chance" of negotiating a treaty to control strategic nuclear weapons with
the Soviet Union in 1975.
But the United States wont have a reasonable chance unless they get
more reasonable.
The recent attitude of the United States is a threat to Soviet-American
detente.
First, Sen Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.) recently said that the Soviet
Union will liberalize their immigration policy in return for American
trade benefits.
The Soviets are reportedly hurt by the implication that they let the
United States dictate policy to them. It does not make the Soviet Union
look good in the world's eyes. Good luck with any future negotiations now
that the Soviets will be especially tough to avoid further embarrassment.
The U.S.S.R. also say they feel left out in the Middle East peace
negotiations. They feel Kissinger's shuttle diplomacy must be ended if
they are to regain a prominent role in the Mideast peace negotiations.
Then the U.S. defense department announced Friday that a Minuteman
I missile had been successfully fired from a plane recently. It was the
first time an intercontinental ballistic missile had been fired successfully
from a plane.
It must appear to the Russians that the United States is further
escalating the arms race than being interested in ending it.
The United States has long been able to conduct foreign affairs to
satisfy their own interests, but now they are playing with another big kid
on the block, and a bit more diplomacy is required.

In many ways. I'm becoming
convinced that this school year is a
reversion to 1966-67. a year of cynical
calm which preceded the radicalism of
1967-70.
In the wake of Watergate and the
cresl of economic depression, students
are stranded in a political trough,
disgusted with almost everything the
way it is. but still, blindly trying to use
the same old methods of petition,
letter-writing and voting that
frustrated last decade's student
activists
I sensed a curiosity, a rising political
consciousness, when I attended the
Daniel Ellsberg speech last week.
Some 1600 people turned out on a
Thursday evening to hear a political
rap. and for Bowling Green students to
foresake boogie and party-night
madness for something that serious
indicates, I think, some changes in the
works
By the way. the official reports
pinned the crowd al only 800, but I
doubt if Ihe person who made that tally
used the same "count the rows and
seats and multiply'' sure-fire system I
used.
ELLSBERG WAS marvelous, a man
who could carry on a personal
conversation with each person in his
audience.
He spun out a tale which mixed
personal adventures from his Pentagon
Papers memories. Vietnamese war

all the jocks and pep club boosties
more money next year, and he gets his
signs made up for free by old Mr
Winsome, the town printer who wants
the part-time candy concession at all
the home games
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history, and a declaration of hope, of
optimism that organized social action
could cause change
Ellsberg was playing physician,
healing the politically-scarred psyche
of the students by assuring them that
organized protest, "within the
system." does some good after all.
The Christmas. 1972. bombing of
Hanoi would have happened in 1969.
Ellsberg argued, if the fear of adverse
public reaction which might have
influenced the '72 elections had not
delayed former President Nixon.
So we delayed the B-52 runs, thus
saving some lives. That proves that we
can scare politicians, once in a while, if
we shout loud enough that enough
people will hedge their bets on the
Gallup Poll, goes the Ellsberg
argument.
FRANKLY, THOUGH I respect his
courage and conviction. I think that
Dan Ellsberg is still pretty naive about
politics and politicians. He still takes
the whole game seriously.
Now I'm not saying that the effects
of political decisions upon our lives
can! be serious. They are often
serious. Dead serious.
But Ellsberg hasn't learned the
fundamental lesson in politics. He
hasn't discovered that "big-time, real
world" politics is the same game as
high school student government.
The field is bigger, and more plays
are made, but the rules and roles are
the same.
Joe Cool gets in office by promising

Sl'ZY CREAMCHEESE is a near
miss when she puts together a coalition
of disaffected drama students, speech
and debate freaks and literature club
nuts.
The use of the vote in the belief that
it can effect change is the most naive
notion of all. To vote for a candidate
because we believe he or she
represents our priorities is a pretty
rare thing these days
Usually we vote for a person who
seems to be the more acceptable
tyrant.
But even given a candidate who
scores a hundred per cent on our
"heavy issues'" exam, we neglect the
philosophers' observations that a
promise-is an invalid utterance if it
does not meet certain existential
conditions
Not the least important is that a
promise is not a promise unless it's
within the power of the person making
the statement to deliver ti.,- goods And
one legislator or one governor can't
singlehandedly make or enforce a law

a queen?

'FIRST OF ALL . . . MERRY CHRISTMASI'

osers having fun
NEW YORK-The politicians in the
Libertarian Party differ from the grim
mealymouths trying to get themselves
elected as Democrats and
Republicans. "We're having a good
time." the Libertarians will tell you
after their work is done and they meet
at their drinking place, the Kangaroo
Bar on First Avenue
They have that peculiar buoyancy
which comes from believing in what
you're doing and contrasts so strongly
with the mainline politicians, whose
faces seldom register anything but a
sense of trapped confusion.
It is an unhappy and wearing burden
to go about making one's living by
advocating shopworn contradictions
and self-evident impracticalities thai
neither the speaker nor his audience
believe anymore
The Libertarians also have the
advantage of being losers. The
contemporary big-party politician,
whether he polls a majority or not,
knows ol nothing else but how to win.
Ideologically and programmatically
juiced out a decade ago. he
concentrates his whole attention on the
mastery of dreary election techniques-publie-opinion sampling, advertising
know-how. direct-mailing procedures
and media manipulation He knows
bow to win elections but he doesn't
have the faintest idea about what to do
after he's assumed office
LOSERS CAN spend their time on
Ideas and on teaching the electorate
instead of pleasing it, and that is what
the Libertarians do. They are the
great, great grandchildren of John
Locke and J.S. Mill, the living
descendants of the decentralist, free> trade, free-market American Whig
tradition of personal liberty, which
was long ago killed out of the two
major political parties but not out of
the national political consciousness
"Legalist Freedom," is one of their
slogans, which all those lumpy, gray
men running for the Democratic
presidential nomination will asseat to
as long u they don't have to apply it.
For the Libertarians its application
means coming out not only for free

£^2*.
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trade in gold but also in heroin
It means dumping the Lockheeds.
the Franklin National banks and the
Penn Central railroads, and
exchanging the present public school
system in favor of one which provides
parents with vouchers or script that
can be used as payment (or tuition at
any school of their choice
It means a massive and serious
reorganization of a society carved and
gobbled up by big government, big
politicians, big unions and big
corporations.
As such the Libertarians have much
in common with George Wallace's
American Independent Parly There is
a difference in the type of person the
two attract, however
THE AIP tends to pull more factory
workers and small businessmen, while
the Libertarians get more white-collar
workers and professionals They're
also better educated and younger. Few
Libertarians are over 40
The Libertarians are only about two
years old and were formed by people
disillusioned by right-wing
Buckleyism. which they discovered to
be a false conservatism using
Libertarian slogans to justify adding to
the centralized power of the state.
Last year they ran a candidate for
mayor here who polled 9,000 votes,
mostly from the city's ultra-liberal
voting precincts. This year they have a
novelist named Jerry Tucille as a
candidate for governor.
He's not out to win but to get 50.000
votes, which will assure the new party
a permanent place on the ballot One of
the ways the big parties conspire to
prevent effective opposition is through
laws requiring smaller parties to
exhaust themselves complying with
tricky nominating-petition rules

In the past, people of Libertarian
persuasion have had a status quo
aroma about them. They seemed to be
saying absurdities like the free market
can provide a solution to racism; but
increasingly. Libertarians are refusing
to let their principles be used as an
apologia for injustice.
MEN LIKE newspaper columnist
Garry Wills-who. if he isn't a
Libertarian, is the next thing to itplayed important roles in the reistance
to the war
The Tucille campaign has recruited
former McGovern volunteers and
liberal Reform Democrats who've
decided there musl be a different and
better way.
Libertarianism is a middle-class
movement That's hardly surprising
since our concepts of individual liberty
were born with the middle class and
have never thrived in societies which
don't have a large one Thus the
Libertarians in the Tucille campaign
show their origins
Theirs is a neat headquarters
displaying the diligence, organization
and self-discipline you'd expect.
Although they're as radical as any leftwing group of the bygone sixties, they
may have the doctrinal stability and
organizational staying power that
outfits like SDS lacked.
Moreover, they already have at least
embryonic organizations in no less
than 27 states. In addition to New
York. Libertarians are running
candidates in such diverse places as
California, Georgia and New
Hampshire
Not bad for a two-year-old idea, built
from the bottom with no big money or
celebrity name behind it.
It's too early to hope out loud that the
Libertarians will be able to become the
major opponents of the Reprocrats in a
reconstituted two-party system, but
for Ihe over-taxes, over-regulated,
over-burdened and under-powered
millions of the American middle class,
they're the only people worth voting
for.
Copy right. 1174, The Wasalagtoa Post
King Featares Syndicate

In reading your editorials and
articles regarding the election of a
male homecoming queen, I found it odd
that no one brought up the third side to
this situation: why have a queen at all?
What is the purpose of such an
election?
Whether any candidate is male or
female seems inconsequestial I find it
disturbing that anyone could feel it
possible to elect a true representative
of the student body
What standards have been set for the
candidates'' Let's look at the normal
trends
Beauty is usually a major factor
when it comes down to the actual
voting process-but why' It's very like
the endless parade of glamorous
queens in a Miss America Contest
How can people be so pretty as to place
such a high importance on physical
appearance?
BUT BEAUTY is not the only
guideline, it may be argued Perhaps it
is not even close to the importance of
being active in public affairs and
college activities, and maintaining the
image of the all-around BG student
But look around-surprise! Not all
the students here are the same. In fact,
their personalities, goals and interests
in life are as diverse as snowf lakes. To
elect a student body representative is
an out-and-out farce.
I expect vehement rebuttals to my
opinion. Many will probably say that
the objective of this traditional
crowning is NOT to elect a true
representative of the student body, so
the process is valid. If this is not its
purpose, what is?
Please straighten me out if I'm too
far off the course, but this appears to
be a search for the perfect snowflake
after a blizzard.
Sue Hayward
416 E. Sixth St.
Perrysburg, Ohio

thanks
I would like to express Plantland's
appreciation toward everyone who
volunteered their time to make the
Aerosmith concert come off so
smoothly.
Were indebted to the Karma
volunteers-they provided valuable
first aid and helped avert many
problems as they arose
I'd like to say it was a pleasure to
work with Cultural Boost again. Mr.
Lenhart and Ed Chima both approach
their work conscientiously and are
always vary thorough.
Finally. I'd like to thank a very
capable stage crew that kept
everything on schedule from set-up to
clean-up and a security force that met

TO ME, IT means that the public Is
finally getting sensible. It means
they're finally growing out of the "high
school" stage of naivete and realizing
that American politics is a choice
between Joe Cool and I Susy
Creamcheese.
The most reasonable plan for
changing politics that I've heard of
recently comes from Seymour Leon,
the president of Rampart College and
chairman of the "League of NonVoters

Leon believes the oligarchical
selection of candidates for office can
only be stopped by a public boycott of
elections
He urges people not to vote until
their state has amended the ballot by
offering a real choice for the
independent who dislikes all the
candidates for a particular office.
The amended ballot would have a
space where the voter could check.
"None of the above is acceptable."
If "none of the above" were to get a
plurality, the election for that office
would have to be redone, with the
previous round's candidates excluded
from running

SO FOR A Rhodes lo promise "no
more taxes" is for him to expel hot air
and move his vocal chords. For a
Gilligan to promise more money for
public school is for him to promise that
little green goblins, floating in the air.
will fix our leaky faucets
The only valid "promises" that
might be made come from radical
candidates who promise to make a lot
of traditional politicians upsel by being
elected But that's as far as they can
go
As a cure for the "Gee. I wanta
believe in Santa" blues, it might be
well to look at a statement that
President Ford recently issued

uerrers
why elect

Ford called upon all Americans to
vote in the upcoming elections.
because last time around, sixty per
cent of all registered voters-riot just
the eligible ones-failed to cast their
ballots.
For Ford this was disaster. It meant
that a majority of Americans, faced
with what to them seemed a choice
between Tweedledum and Tweedledee.
chose-McNeither.

sometimes trying moments
professionaltactfulness.
My thanks

SO. PARADOXICALLY. I'm ending
a column which bad raps a naive faith
in social action, within the system,
with a suggestion that you consider a
bit of social action that's perfectly
legal
This coming Tuesday, do your duty
and be a good citizen.
Don't vote

with

Hon Fenell
Plantland Productions

more farmers
speak up
We read your editorial about price
gouging by farmers As farmers
ourselves, allow us to speak up.
Dairy farmers have had to contend
with more price hikes than anyonerising prices on everything we buy-for
the last ten years. The farmer does not
determine the price for his milk The
Co-op does
The farmer pays for trucking the
milk to the dairy And that price has
never gone down. Milk prices have, on
the other hand, dropped; the last cut
was this past spring.
Imagine, if you will, a farmer getting
the news of a drop in milk prices in the
mail-he cannot automatically raise his
production-cows are funny that way.
NOW PICTURE in your mind a
farmer whose favorite cow had just
had a calf-dead Three days later,
after shooting drugs into the cow to
save her. the cow dies of milk fever.
There are no government regulations
to save the cow or reimburse that
farmer. You the consumer, can just
say "tough luck " The farmer has to
absorb the cost and have the carcass
hauled away.
One of these days there simply won't
be any milk at any price.
And what about wheat growers'1
They risk every imaginable fate there
is. from drought to flood, to insects, to
forgetful government officials, just so
consumers can buy bread at a price so
much lower than anywhere else in the
world. It's ridiculous.
You talk about a consumer revolt,
did you ever stop to think what a
farmer revolt would do to this country?
The farmers certainly have more right
to a revolt than any other type of
worker. You'd better pray that it never
happens.
WE'VE SEEN people boycott
lettuce, beef, gasoline, and even
newspapers, but we'd sure like to see
someone boycott food.
Count your blessings, you have all
the food you want at the cheapest price
in the entire world.

-

about the "evil" the "Reds" are
working
From the incredibly biased
perceptions he operated from in all his
previous letters. I have formed the
opinion that Mr. Keith is either a
delightful wit or a quite serious, misled
tiiffiai IHID maivi.tu.1.
If his intentions are actually
humorous, then I congratulate him on
being very funny! If. however, he is
genuine. I feel the need to make a few
genuine comments on my own
Presuming that the majority of
students find Mr. Keith's letters
hilarious, I ask them. "What do you
think his
"evils'" are?" Soviet
atrocities as revealed by Solzhenitsyn
and the Red Guard purges cannot be
denied as being "evil", certainly.
However, the means the leadership
employ to implement the otherwise
justifiable principles of communism
result in such "evil" and not the
institution itself. The problem of
getting what looks good on paper Into
practice has admittedly been poorly
handled in such cases
MR. KEITH, it seems, has falsely
juxtaposed the doctrines of
communism as Marx drafted them
with the policies totalitarian governments use to cause the people lo
submit to them. This is obviously (at
least to me l a foolhardy assumption on
his part.
My advice to Mr Keith is that he
either confess to a humorous purpose
to his ramblings and let us all laugh a
little easier or else concentrate on
expressing his views in a more
verifiable manner and with less
apparent bias Thanks'
Greg Eddy
439 N Main St
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keith's evils
Many of us recall the controversial
letters printed In The BG News last
year and apparently this year Douglas
Robert Keith also has found it
necessary to make public his opinions
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Committee urges U.S. government
to create food supply reserves

Last leaves

A warm faa tun shim* through the lati remaining l«av« of tumm«t Soon
• will bo blown away boring tho bronchos of winter

WASHINGTON (API-The
federal government should
"assume the principal
responsibility" for creating
a food reserve as a buffer
against world hunger and
depressed prices for U.S.
farmers, the Committee for
Economic Development
(CED) said yesterday
A government-planned
reserve of key commodities
also would help insure relatively stable food prices for
American consumers, the
CED said in a 66-page statement.
THE REPORT. "A New
U.S. Farm Policy for
Changing World Food
Needs." was prepared by a
CED subcommittee headed
by John H Daniels, chairman of Independent Ban-

Ohio Dems may retain control
COLUMBUS (API-Democrats are a good bet to retain
control of the Ohio House in
the Nov. i election, although
there probably will be shifts
in a few seats.
Fifty-one
incumbent
Democrats seek re-election
in the same districts where
they won two years ago.

These victories alone would
turn the trick in the 99member chamber
Republicans have 34
incumbents seeking re-election They would have to
keep those and pull off victories in an additional 17 districts-something appearing

Bicycle survey taken
Almost 1.200 students have registeied their bicycles
with Campus Safety, but only 400 are displaying their
registration tags on their vehicles, according to a recent
survey.
l.t Roger A. Daoust. police bureau commander, said
the survey was conducted to determine how many
bicycles are on campus, the number registered, the
number of bicycle racks available and the number of
racks still needed
Of 2,032 bicycles surveyed. 1,631 were not displaying
registration Only nine were not locked, but 868 bikes
were not locked to a rack.
The survey also showed that 2.300 warnings in the form
of orange tags had been issued by the crime prevention
officer, who conducted the survey, since the start of fall
quarter
"What we're really concerned with is the 1.200
registrations sold and only 400 on bikes." Lt Daoust said
"We're really pleased only nine were not locked.''

unlikely to those figuring
odds
Aside from the 85 incumbents in both parties seeking
to return, there are 14 seats
at stake where incumbents,
for one reason or another,
decided not to run again.
AMONG THESE, seven
seats now are held by
Republicans and seven by
Democrats
The Associated Press
evaluation is based on interviews with party leaders,
lobbyists, and others who
contend, for the most part,
that House races will be traditional district scrapsWatergate and other
national issues notwithstanding
DEMOCRATS HAVE two
other things going for them,
aside from the mathematical advantage The rejuvenated state party is pouring
money into crucial districts
-money the Republicans
don't have

Secondly, they continue to
enjoy-and will, for the
remainder of this decadelegislative districts they
shaped to their advantage
when Democrats gained
control of the State Apportionment Board in 1970
New districts may be
drawn only after each
decennial federal census.
If. as expected, the Democrats keep the House-and
are successful in reversing
the present 17-16 Republican
edge in the Senate, the state
would have its first allDemocratic General
Assembly since the party's
1959 sweep
THE THREE non-incumbent contests for seats now
held by Democrats-where
Republicans claim they will
win. are
5th District-Francine M.
I'anehal. 48-year-old Cleveland housewife, hopes to
retain the scat being
vacated by Rep. Richard F
Celeste, the Democratic
candidate for lieutenant
governor

The Republican challenger is John G. Salmon. 33,
a Lakewood attorney who
could be helped by a third
candidate.
Dennis
Gallagher, an independent
who is expected to cut into
I'.meh.il s vote.
14th-Arthur V.N. Brooks.
38-year-old Cleveland
Heights attorney, is running
for the seat now held by
retiring Rep. John G.
Sweeney.
His chances against
Republican James J.
McMonagle. 29. also an
attorney, likewise are
clouded by an independent.
Charles B, Moseley o(
Cleveland
.I-II h i- I vi I.I
Mayor
Leonard P. Reichlin. 55.
hoping to retain the seat of
Donald J Pease of Oberlin.
an Ohio Senate candidate,
faces Republican Scribner
L. Fauver. 42-year-old
Elyria councilman. Both
parties claim the edge in
this one.

corporation.
Minneapolis.
Minn
No formal U.S. food
reserve policy exists now.
although some members of
Congress and others have
urged that stock-piles be
accumulated for use in
times of scarcity
THE REPORT came as
the United States prepared
for a United Nations world
food conference which
begins in Rome next week
The delegation will be led
by Agriculture Secretary
Earl L. Butz. who has said
U.S. food reserves should be
left in the hands of farmers
and the private trade
Although the CED report

said this could be done, such
reserves need to be initiated
and maintained through
federal policy direction, it
said
"The trade cannot justifiably carry large enough
reserves o( wheat, corn, soybeans or milk products to
oflset unforeseen shortages
and stabilized prices
the
report said
"Therefore, the government must do so. either
directly or through programs that enable farmers
and trade to Carry larger
stocks than would otherwise
be possible "
THE CED IS a private
non protil rese.irch uroup

newsnotes
Nixon

LONG BEACH (API-Richard M
Nixon will probably undergo surgery for
his phlebitis if tests scheduled this week
show new clots forming in his leg. the
former president's physician says
Dr. John C. Lungren also told a news
conference here Sunday that Nixon
eventually will be available to testify in
the trials of his former aides charged in
connection with the Watergate affair
If tests this week show no active
clotting. Lungren said the former
president will probably leave Memorial
Hospital Medical Center of Long Beach
at the end of the week
Among the elaborate tests scheduled
is a radioactive isotope examination

Counterfeiters
LOS ANGELES I API-Secret Service
agents have confiscated more than $8
million worth of bogus but realistic $100
bills in what they called the largest
seizure of counterfeit money in U.S.
history
Four men were arrested Sunday and
booked for investigation of
manufacturing and possession of
counterfeit money, said Robert E
Powis, special agent in charge of the Los
Angeles office of the Secret Service
Powis described the bills as being
"definitely passable It looks like the

comprised of 200 members
who are mostly business
executives and university
officials
In developing a food
reserve, the report said the
government should "offer
incentives to encourage
private stock building,
particularly on (arms
It should include
guarantees that the reserves
would not be released in any
way to
cause serious
market disruptions, the
CED said
I' S grain reserves are at
their lowest levels in M
years, mainly because of
huge export sales the past
two v e a r s.

intent was for a rather wide-scale
distribution
He said the largest
counterfeit seizure prior to this was a
$6 I million haul in Chattanooga, Tenn..
inl97->

Kissinger
NEW DELHI, India (APi-Henry A.
Kissinger lectured India, the newest
member of the atomic club, on the perils
of nuclear proliferation, then promised
yesterday to help the hungry nation
withuut interfering politically
The speech to the Indian Council on
World Affairs capped a busy day of
reconciliation with Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi's government. The
American secretary of state also signed
an agreement to set up a joint
commission for cooperation in
education, science and culture

Lottery winner
CLEVELAND <AI'i--Cherok.ee Indian
Chief Little Fox says he would "like to
go back to my people" some day And
withjl million he'll be able to do it
Little Fox is the Indian name for
Omar Watts. 56. who walked off with the
top prize Sunday in the Ohio Lottery
Commission's first millionaire drawing
at Thistledown race track

DIXIELAND FESTIVAL
UNDER THE BIG TOP
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
Thursday Oct. 31st - '1.00 Night
5 P.M.-l A.M.
I i r\ r Q
MMLrLUULO:
IMAI

Admission, Continuous Music, Cake Walkin' Jazz-Band
from Toledo, Eagle Jazz Band from Cleveland, 40x80 Hardwood
Dance Floor, 30,000 Sq. Ft. Heated Tent.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Friday:
Saturday:
Sunday:

5 p.m.-l a.m. - '2.00 Admission
Gabriel Brothers - Detroit
Gene Mayl Jazz Band - New York
11 a.m.-l p.m. - No Admission Charge
4 p.m.-Midnight • $2.00 Admission
Gabriel Brothers - Detroit
Gene Mayl - New York
2 p.m.-lO p.m. - '2.00 Admission
Cake Walkin' Jazz Band - Toledo
Eagle Jazz Band - Cleveland

Located In The Athletic Parking Lot
South of the Stadium
BEER: By The Glass or Pitcher
FOOD: Brautwurst, Polish Sausage,
Hot Dogs, Snacks
SPONSORED BY THE ALUMNI ASS0CIA TION

1
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Weekend to bring jass
Four Dixieland and traditional Jan bands will
provide over 30 noun of
music for the University
Homecoming,
ThursdaySunday.
Bands to appear are the
Cakewalkln' Jass Band of
Toledo, the Eagle Jazz band
of Cleveland, Gene Mayl's
Dixieland Rhythm Kings of
Dayton and the Gabriel
Brothers New Orleans Band
of Detroit.
Thursday's session offers
the Cakewalkln' band from
5-9 p.m. and the Eagle band
from 9 p.m.-l a.m. The
Cakewalkln' band will also
play in the Union the last
half of the evening.

Part of this

Cofcewo/k/n'

*£££

ring •cttvwW. w« indod. patforr
H I«IMI. IS» band wf B* l«atur»<l Thureday evening and
id evaning al th» Dixieland festival.
t H.

THE RHYTHM Kings and
the Gabriel Brothers will
alternate hourly from 5
p.m.-l p.m. Friday night.
The same bands will Join
again for two hours before
the football game on
Saturday. The music
resumes after the game,
from about 4 p.m.-midnight.
A Sunday session from 210 p.m. will feature the

Crimes include panic inducement, theft
By Marcia C'wik
Staff Reporter
Two arrests were made by
Campus Safety oflcials
during the weekend
Robert P
lrvin was
arrested and charged wilh
inducing panic lrvin was
apprehended in his car by
Kreischer Quad alter he had
been pointing a starting gun.
used to signal the beginning
ol athletic events, at persons
going by
He appeared in Howling
Ureen Municipal Court yesterday morning, where he
pleaded no contest He was
fined K0. plus $10 in court
costs
MICHAEL J. Poddubny.
sophomore (AftSl. was
arrested and charged with

leaving the scene of an accident Sunday. Poddubny said
he hit a flashing light sign on
the northeast side of Thurslin Street after being run off
the street by another car.
He left the accident and
returned to his room, where
he
was
apprehended.
Damage to his car is estimated at $1500 He will
appear in Bowling Ureen
Municipal Court Monday.
Seven bushes by the
Centrex building were
reported trampled Saturday,
causing (140 damage.
Roger Chaney. freshman
(B.A.I, walked into a sliding
door at Commons dining
hall, breaking it. He sustained scratches. Damage to
the door is estimated at $100.
Michael Celebrezze of
Olmsled Kails reported his

Sears FM-tape player,
valued at $99. was missing
from his car. It was parked
in Lot Three Sunday.
Friday, Timothy Boyle,
freshman (Ed.), reported
his wallet was allegedly
taken from his room in
Anderson Hall. Various
identification cards and cash
were taken, with a total
value estimated at $30.
A SUM OF money was
found in the Student Services
Bldg. and turned in to
Campus Safety Friday The
owner is urged to claim it
I mm Campus Safety.
Saturday, two false fire
alarms and two counts of
tampering with vending machines were reported by
some
occupants
ol
Kreischer Quad.

MAKE THIS A:

The incidents were presumed to have occurred as a
result of the Darrow-sponsored beer blast Friday
night. Damage to the
vending machines, which
had the fronts broken, is
estimated at $35
Sunday, a number of incidents involving bicycles
were reported.
Alan Schleimer. senior
(B.A.). reported someone
had damaged his bike and
another locked to it at the
Phi Kappa Alpha house.
Schleimer s bike had the
handlebar wrapping torn,
the seat and handlebars
bent, air released from the
tires, and possible gear
damage
The other bike had the
front wheel axle removed
and the handlebar wrapping

*

torn Damage is estimated
at $75.
BRUCE WKSTLAKE,
sophomore (A&S), and Mark
Forsythe, sophomore
(A&SI. reported their bicycles were allegedly stolen
from the Pi Kappa Alpha
house Saturday. The vehicles were found in a ditch on
East Wooster Street Sunday
by Campus Safety officers.
Debbie Bash, senior
(Ed), reported her 10-speed
Schwinn Continental was
missing from the front of the
Alpha Gamma Delta house
Sunday. The bicycle, valued
at $140, was not registered
and was not locked to an
object.
Karl Kunkle, freshman
(B.A.I, reported his 10speed Huffy was allegedly
stolen from Conklin Hall
Sunday. The bicycle, valued
at $100, was not locked or
registered and had no serial
number.

Cakewalkero and the Eagle
band providing continuous
music.
In addition to Dixie and
dancing, brautwurst. Polish
sausage, hot dogs and beer
will be available
Bass and tuba player Gene
Mayl is probably the bestknown musician to appear.
His Dixieland Rhythm Kings
tour coast-to-coast and into
Canda. The band plays traditional and Dixieland tunes.

other jazz notables and are
featured with a variety of
groups on recordings.
Cleveland's Eagle Jazz
Band is the newest group in
the festival. It was formed
about a year ago under the
leadership of trombonist
Ralph Grugel.
University students can
attend all the festivities for
.a |5 admission fee The
tickets are transferable
Public admission is $2 per
concert.

Arabs plan oil strafegy
RABAT, Morocco (APIArab ministers discussed
possible use of the oil
weapon and how to unify
strategy against threats
from oil consuming nations,
the Moroccan news agency
said yesterday.
At the same time,
Jordan's King Hussein and
guerrilla leader Yaslr Arafat clashed heatedly in a
futile attempt to reconcile
their differences over
control of the west bank,
sources reported.
The Moroccan agency
gave no details of the
meeting Sunday between oil
ministers of Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait. Algeria, Qatar.
Bahrein and the United Arab
Emirates.
But officials said the
"threats" included recent
statements by President
Ford and Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger that the
major oil consumers regard
the continued flow of Arab
oil a vital national interest
IN OTHER oil developments:
-An agreement by the
United States and other
industrialized nations to
share their oil in an emergency will take final shape
In Brussels on Nov. II,
Etlenne Davignon, the
chairman of the group, said
in Brussels.
-Financial difficulties in
Europe and lack of confidence in Israel's financial
structure have temporarily
help up a $15 million search
for oil in the Jewish state.

ROARING REOCCURENCE

the manager of the oil
exploration firm. Yekutiel
Federman. said in Tel Aviv.
-Predominantly Moslem
Pakistan is also hurting
Figures released in Karachi
said Pakistan's balance of
payments deficit will be $400
million, some $60 million
higher than last year,
largely because of increased
prices of imported oil

and attended by four of the
most
influential
Arab
leaders: President Anwar
Sadat of Egypt. King Faisal
of Saudi Arabia. President
Hafez Assad of Syria, and
President Houan Boomed
ienne of Algeria
An Egyptian spokesman
said the difference between
Hussein and Arafat was
"essentially a matter of
priorities.'' and made it
clear that Sadat was more
sympathetic
toward
Hussein's position than
Arafat's.

ONE ARAB official said
of the Hussein-Arafat clash.
"Neither of them would give
any ground whatsoever. The
other Arab leaders had no
choice but to leave the whole
Palestinian problem in abeyance."
The Arab summit ends
today after four days of
mainly fruitless debate on
bow to free Jordan's west
bank from Israeli occupation
The meeting yesterday
was restricted to Hussein
and Arafat, chaired by
Morocco's King Hassan II.

"THE KING of Jordan is
concentrating mainly on the
immediate recovery of the
occupied territory." the
spokesman said.
"Our brothers, the Palestinians, on the other hand,
are more concerned with the
recognition and implement.!
tion of their political rights
to self-determination "

Glenn, Perk voice ideas
• from pag* an*

countries will control seven
per cent of the world's
wealth." Perk said "We
can't allow foreign oil producing countries to control
the economy of this
country," he said
Both candidates said they
believed the United States
should strengthen the Navy
In order to compete with the
Soviet Union

The Palestinian refugees
are an important element in
the problem, he said. "I
have been in a refugee
camp," be explained. "No
wonder they breed terrorists
"The problem must be
resolved between the Arabs
and Israelis," Glenn added.
"By 19W, Persian Gulf

The Republican Party of Wood County
is proud to present for your vote such
able and experienced candidates.

We at the Oxford House, want you to look your very best at Homecoming. So we have put together a package offer that you can't afford not to buy!

FOR EXAMPLE:
ANY
37.50 Sport Coat
14.00 Pant
10.00 Shirt
5.50 Tie
67.00 WAS
55.00 NOW
12.00 YOU SAVE!
ANY
60.00 Sport Coat
14.00 Pant
10.00 Shirt
5.50 Tie
89.50 WAS
75.00 NOW
14.50 YOU SAVE!

THE HARDEST driving
traditional band in the festival will be Ray Heitger's
Cakewalkln' Jass Band. It
has drawn standing room
crowds while performing
four previous times at the
University.
The most authentic New
Orleans flavor will be
provided by the Gabriel
Brothers group Percy and
Manny Gabriel were born
and raised in New Orleans
They have performed with

RE-ELECT

RE-ELECT

PAULW.

HAROLD R.

LADD

BATESON

WOOD COUNTY
COMMISSIONER

WOOD COUNTY
AUDITOR

P
%
HAROLD R. BATESON

PAULW. LADD

Now completing his first term as commissioner,
Paul Ladd brings important experience to county
government. He is a successful businessman and
has served the public for 12 years as a Bowling
Green City Councilman. He is by far the best
qualified candidate.

During Harold Bateson's first term as County
Auditor, he has completely modernized the tax
and accounting departments, installing efficient
new payroll and bookkeeping procedures. Harold
is president of the Northwestern Ohio Auditor's
Assn. He is by far the best qualified candidate for
Auditor.

RE-ELECT
RE-ELECT

ELECT

GALE
WILLIAMSON

PLUS MANY MANY MORE
SPECIAL PACKAGES
PLEASE HURRY, IN CASE ALTERATIONS ARE NEEDED

THE OXFORD HOUSE
OPEN
MON., THURS. & FRI. TIL 9
TUES., WED. & SAT. TIL 6

Where Looking GreaL.Won't Cost You A Fortune
ACROSS FROM FOUNDERS QUAD.
518 EAST WOOSTER

JUDGE
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS

CHARLES KURFESS
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

DELBERTL.LATTA
FOR CONGRESS

83rd District

5th District

Wood County Executive Com., Horace Patton, Bkxxndale, Ohio, Vice Chr.

to««kiy, Octob.. W, 1974. Th. BO N.wi/Pc** »

Placement sign-up set for Thursday

local briefs
Rhodes
Janes A Rhodes will arrive at 4:45 p.m. today at the
University airport for a political rally.
Th< former governor is the Republican candidate for
governor opposing Democrat incumbent John J. Gilligan
Area Republican candidates will join Rhodes for the
publif rally

Coffee Hour
Dr. William C Spragens. assistant professor of
politiral science, will speak on American Presidents at 3
p in loday in the International Student Lounge. Williams
Hall, during the International Coffee Hour.
Coffee will be served from 2-4 p.m.

Sign-up will be Thursday
from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. for
school interviews and
Friday from 3 to 4 p.m. for
non-school Interviews
(including business, government, agencies, and
graduate schools) in the
Forum. Student Services
Bldg
A standard placement
data sheet must be turned in
for each organization with
which the interviewee is
signing up
BUSINESS
NOV. 11

Tutor's clinic
Winnie lioose. instructor of mathematics methods,
will conduct a seminar at 6 p.m tonight in 400 Moseley
Hall on becoming an effective tutor.
She directed the University math clinic and has been a
reading teacher and elementary supervisor in Wood
County Schools

Sex roies
A new inlerest group concerning male and female roles
is being lormed under the direction of Jean Duston. a
member of the Perrysburg Board of Education, and
Alice Weber, former member of the Sylvania Board of
Kducation
The roles of male and female students as portrayed in
elementary and secondary textbooks will be discussed
The group also will discuss the effectiveness of new
federal regulations forbidding sex bias The first meeting
is scheduled for 7 30-9 30 tonight at 194 S Main St.

Foiksingers
"Friends in Him." a contemporary folk group, will
hold an organizational meeting at 7:30pm. tomorrow in
the east lounge of Founders Quad
New voices and instrumentalists are being sought
There are no auditions and anyone interested is invited
to participate For more information call 353-0504 or 3721431

t

Aetna Life lasaraace-group representative: B/any
major.
Burdiar'i (citizenship
reqd.) -retailing management trainee: B&M/any
major.
Rockwell lattraatloaal
(perm, visa or U.S. cltlzenl-financial analyst: B&M fin
w/acctg.. accountant:
B&M acctg .
marketing
analyst: B&M/bus. adm:
product planning and sales:
B&M bus. adm
Westlagaoaie Electric
Corp. (citizenship reqd. (-financial planning, audit and
cost analysis: B/acctg. of
finance {must have a minimum of 12 hours acctg )
Nov. 12
Arthur Andersen & Co. -accounting and auditing:
B&M acctg.; taxes:
B&M bus adm or finance
with strong acctg, background: counseling in
administrative services:
B&M ind mgmt
National Cash Register
Co. (citizenship reqd. 1-cor>orate financial specialist

Students to elect queen
University students will
go to the polls today to
select the 1974 Homecoming
Queen Polls will open from
noon 6 15 p.m at various
locations on campus
Only undergraduates who
have paid their fees as of
Oct 25 will be permitted to
vote
Students must also
present an identification
card (ID), validation card
and sign a University computer listing
Freshmen
without a plastic ID may
show a validation card or
driver's license and appear
on the computer listing to
vote
Computer cards will serve
as ballots with numerals 0

through 9 representing the
candidates Students are
entitled to two votes but
may cast only one vote per
candidate
ALL -STUDENTS must
vote aeeordlng to where
they live:
Commons-Kohl Hall and
Rogers Quad; McDonald
cafeteria-Offenhauer
Towers and McDonald
Quad; I'rout Hall-all sororities, including Delta Sigma
Theta, French House and
Prout Hall; Men's Gymcommuter and off-campus
students. Beta Theta Pi and
Theta Chi; Founders main
lounge-Founders
Quad;
Anderson Hall. Conklin.
Bromfield.
Chapman,

CONGRATULATIONS
NEW ACTIVES
JIM SHEELY
JIM CADWELL
JIM EVANS
JERRY GATTOZZI
JOHN FROBOSE
JACK SPORES
HARRY 0NG

Dunbar and Anderson Halls;
Ashley Hall, Batchelder,
Darrow. Compton and
Ashley Halls; Student
Services Forum-all fraternities, including Alpha
Phi Alpha
THIS YEAR'S candidates"
are Gail Anne Boschini.
senior (Ed); Kathie Jo
Fisher, senior (Ed); Ethel
Christine Green, senior
(Ed . A&S); Kathy Ann
Hank, senior lEd.); Ellen
Kindle, senior (A&S):
Richard A Morrow, junior
<Ed.»; Vivian A. Phillips.
senior (Ed); Deborah
Yvonne Short, senior (Ed).
and Barbara Jean Williams,
senior (A&S).

and analyst: MBA acctg .
fin. and econ . general and
cost accounting: B acctg .
econ. and fin.
J.C. Peaaey Co..
Pittsburgh
(citizenship
reqd i -retail store management trainee: B bus
J.C. Peaaey Co.. New
York-Buyer trainee: B bus
adm. (prefer retailing); accounting and auditing:
B/acctg.; systems: B/any
major with 3.0 GPA (all
positions in New York City.)
Proctor aad Gamble Co.
(citizenship reqd.) -Sales
management: B&M/bus. or
liberal arts; field office
management: B bus or lib
arts
Nov. IS
Ashland Chemical Co.
(citizenship reqd.)—accountant trainee: B/acctg.;
sales trainee: B bus ; credit
trainee: B bus with acctg
minor
Barroaikl Corp.- market
ing representative H bus
adm . business forms and
supply group.
Eaton Corp.-employe
relations trainee B&M/any
major; accounting trainee
B/acctg.; materials
management trainee:
B&M, any major
Suburban Motor Freight,
lac.-management trainee:
B/any major interested in
production supervision in
the trucking industry (December graduates only).
Northern Trait (citizenship reqd 'positions
n
trust, operations and
computer science: B/bus.
ed.. fin . gen bus., acctg.,
and
info.
system.
MBA/emphasis in finance
Rellaace Electric Co.
(citizenship reqd > -sales

rep : B/bus & tad. tech ;
accounting trainee:
B/acctg.; manufacturing.
B/ind tech
Universal Gaaraaty Life
lasaraace (citizenship
reqd )-sales and sale
management: B/any major,
business preferred.
Metropolitan Life (AN
CELED

* * *.
Daily Luncheon Specials

Notre Dame University:
students interested in MBA
program

Barroaghs Corp. (citizenship reqd. (--systems
analyst: B&M/info systems
or com sci.; management
systems analyst: M info
systems or com. sci.,
financial analyst: MBA.
marketing rep.: B&M com
sci.. acctg , info, systems.,
mktg .orbus adm

Pabllc Service Indiana
(citizenship reqd. > -accountant: B/acctg or bus
adm with strcng acctg
background; electric living
consultant: H home econ ,
energy consultant: B/bus..
mktg . or any sales oriented
major: chemist: B. chemistry

Carnation Co-sales rep :
B/any major
Central Mutual Insurance
Co. (citizenship reqd. t—field
management, underwriting,
claim adjusting, examining,
engineering, administration,
data processing, personnel
and legal dept.,: B/gen.
bus . econ., insurance.,
mgmt, mktg., or lib. arts

AGENCIES

Chemical Abstracts
Service (perm visa or U.S.
citizen)
-staff/assistant
editor B&M/chem , staff
programmer:
B&M, com
sci and info, systems.
General Telephone -staff
management trainee:
B/bus. adm.. accountants:
B&M/acctg..
forecast
analyst: B&M<math.
National City Bank of
Cleveland -management assistant trainee B&M'bus.
adm , econ., com sci and
math

Adalt Parole Aatborlly -

parole probation officer 1
B behavioral sciences
SCHOOLS
Port Clinton City Schools
(citizenship reqd ) -inter
viewing all fields,
December graduates
preferred.
Wyaadotte Public Schools
(citizenship reqd.) -art: k6; English and social studies
(coachingl 9th; phys. ed.:
jr.-sr. high/ football, track
(coaching); general
science: high school, preference for coaching;
chemistry: high school:
special ed. (mentally
retarded): Jr. high.; special
ed. (behavioral disorders):
jr. high, math: 9th also
coaching girls or boys
sports.

THANKS FOR A GREAT
BREAKFAST AND A SKIT
THAT WE ALL COULD APPRECIATE
IN A.O.T. YOUR SISTERS

1-5:00
Where: 425 S.S.

dents interested in management program

industrial opportunities
The first in a series of
career nights begins tonight
at 7 in the White Dogwood
Suite. Union. The Placement
Office and the Management
Club are sponsoring a panel
discussion of career
opportunities in production,
purchasing and personnel
Representatives from
Owens-CorningFiberglass.
Owens Illinois and Firestone
Tire and Rubber will discuss

opportunities in these indus
tries Management department faculty also will be
present to answer questions
regarding course requirements (or management
majors
The presentation is free
and open to the public The
next career night Monday.
Nov
ll. will concern
cnicis m retailing

Remember

WEEKLY SPECIALS

to

$

10°° OFF

VOTE
November
5

MOTOR TUNE-UPS
tWITHTHISAD)
OFFER GOOD TILL

NOV. 6, 1974

DISHOPDATSUN

CIDER

ffi

&

FOREIGN CARS
DOMESTIC CARS

DONUTS

HONDA MOTORCYCLES

VW's

DAIRY
QUEEN

SURE HAVE SOME

STEAM HEAT!

Tkoaderhlrd
Graduate
School of Maaagemeat: stu-

Career series covers

THE K A KIDS

SIGN UP NOW!-

13 varieties of
Hot and Cold Subs

Mfg.'s National Baak
(citizenship reqd ) -branch
officer trainee: B bus
commercial credit analyst:
MBA; programmer: 11 coin
sci. and info, systems;
auditor: B/acctg.

NOV. 14

Who: Any interested women
with a 2.2 acum.
When: Any day 9-noon and

FALCON PIZZA

COLLEGES

P.W. Woolworih -management trainees: B/bus
adm, mktg. mgmt and
retailing.

SIGN UP FOR OPEN
SORORITY RUSH!.

The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau

NOV. IS

Come to the Buckeye
Room Thb Thursday!

N. DIXIE HWY

353-5277

UAO SPOOKTACKULAR
BUCKEYE ROOM WILL
HAVE 8 DIFFERENT
BOWLING EVENTS THAT
WILL BE FUN FOR
EVERYONE

■ TRY SOMETHING UNUSUAL • HERE ARE THE GAMES
• Bowl From a Chair • Pin Point • Last Ball on Rack
I ow Score • Hop On One Foot • Bowl With Opposite Hano • On Your Knees
CHOOSE ANY 3 EVENTS, 3 games only $1.00
• Head Pin
EVENTS RUN FROM 7-10 P.M. - 8 PRIZES AWARDED

■•••••••••••••••••••••••••I

nm
T<fl
"■*"

EVENING SPECIALS
every night of the week
from »1.39 to 4.99

Wed. - OCEAN PERCH - All you can eat
With cole slaw 4 whipped potatoes.

0
$J39
$J99

Sat-PETIT BLUE RIBBON STEAK
With baked potato, salad and roll

r^ACKT^CHOOL STUI5YH
I
SPECIAL
C
I
f

Double Decker Cheeseburger
Fries or Cup of Soup and
20* Beverage

(
1

^% JC {
M a>#

¥Wt
1 M

from 5 p.m.
till closing

1450 East Wooster St.
Across from Harshman Quad

n

I'm,. 6/Th. BG Newt, Tuesday, October 19, 1*74

Taft still questioning BVR kickbacks
CINCINNATI (AP)-U.S.
Sen Robert Taft Jr. has
lashed out at the tUte
auditors office for ignoring
alleged irregularities by the
Ohio Bureau of Vocational
Rehabilitation (BVRI
"The situation was
brought to light in 1972 when
there were reports of
alleged kickbacks and other
irregularities.'' Taft said
during a new conference
yesterday with Roger W.
Tracy Jr., Republican
candidate for state auditor.
"The question that has not
been answered is why the
auditor's office has ignored
the situation."
Taft said he had asked the
General Accounting Office
to expand an original investigation into BVR operations
in the Youngstown-Canton

area and widen it into Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus.
"A PROBE BY the
Department of Health.
Education and Welfare has
found other evidence of bad
bookkeeping, advance payments for client transportation, with no guarantees for
proper use, referrals of
some physically and
mentally handicapped for

training in skills for which
there is no market, and
training for some who are
ineligible to receive the
services," Taft said.
"There are examples of
misfeasance, if not malfeasance by the state auditor's
office for not cleaning up the
situation," Taft said
Tracy's opponent. Deputy
Auditor Thomas Ferguson, a
Democrat, was unavailable
for comment.

only minor changes made in
agreement with tie U.S.
EPA
,
He said delays caused
hold-ups in recemrg funds
or else meant money was
spent without being
received.

TAFT SAID HE was also
going to ask another federal
agency, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPAI. to check into why
the Ohio EPA allegedly had
failed to follow federal regulations to register water
pollution standards

The Ohio EPA spokeswoman said the agency went
out of its way to speed up the
grant process by working
with local communities

General water quality
standards were approved
last January, an Ohio EPA
spokeswoman said, with
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9
10
11
12
15
17
20
23
24
27
28
31
33
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
45
48
52
54
55
67
69

DOWN
Bishop
Altar screen.
Munich's river.
Copper.
Finis.
Act the tory.
French title.
"All About

■ IQ

Money in Callao.
Severe.
Harass.
Say again.
A man's man.
Sand tracts.
Brit.
Fleet rodent.
Dawn-bright.
Spruce up.
Psalmist's word.
Grand films.
Ship's course.
Educ. org.
Target of a sort.
Stop!: Naut.
Most forward.
Type of header.
Bleak peak.
Conflner.
Stevedores.
Opera extra.
Local officials.
Climbing vine.
Very eager.
Latvian, for one.
Vex: Slang.
Adjective suffix.
Take the prise.
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ACROSS
1 Coats.
7 Minn, iron
range.
13 Take umbrage.
14 Wading bird.
16 Porch.
16 Misled.
18 Vigilant.
19 Sports gp,
21 Cubic unit.
22 Youth.
23 Actress Maude.
25 Welsh name.
26 WW II init.i.
27 Dominant.
29 Dweller: Suffix.
30 Mosaic pieces.
32 Granny Smiths.
34 Opening.
36 Fuse, as glass.
36 Come into view.
39 Derisive sounds.
43 Chevron.
44 Badgers.
46 Financial item.
47 Inland sen.
49 Find out
60 Plan.
61 Groove.
53 Food staple.
64 June girl.
56 Israel city.
58 Expectant one.
60 Decrepit.
61 Dramatist
Arthur.
62 Barters.
63 Records.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday. October 29,1974
The BGSti Rink Rats will meet in Km 212 of Hayes Hall at 7:00
p m tonight Open to any student interested in the H( iSI Hockey
Program
Reverb will matt la Rm 409 of South Hall tonight at 7: JO

million to Sig Eps Jim Gregg.
Dave. Rich. Jim. and Tim You
were a great help at Formal
Desserts and the Sisters of KD
can't thank you enough'
Congratulations Sue and Lou on
your engagement. From all of
Us

"Intentional Coffee Hour." sponsored by South American
Association and World Student Association will hold a meeting in
Rm 17 of Williams Hall today from I p.m. to 4 p.m Open to all

Hope you had a great 20th.
Sunday, Deb, and got a bit of a
buzz on Saturday night' Happy
Birthday' Love. Liza

Isocrates. the newly formed Speech Educ interest group will hold a
meeting on student teaching tonight at 8:00 in the Wayne Room ol
the Union Superiors, cooperating teachers from various high
schools and those who have student taught will all be a part of this
paid discussion. Plan to attend, it will be an interesting meeting. All

Little Eileen: Congratulations
and much happiness on your
engagement' Love. Katie and
Jacien

Inltrettad are welcome to attend.
Dr. William C Spragens. Associate Professor of Political Science
will speak on American Presidents at the International Coffee hour
at 3:00 p.m. Oct. 29 in the Internation Student Lounge in Williams
Hall Coffee is served from 2-4 p.m and everyone is welcome
TYPING DONE 362-9224
Ride available to Ann Arbor.
362-4219.
Rides available to Cleve. every
Thursday and back Monday
372-2649 Jag Mehta.
Need rkte to OSU on weekends:
call Sylvia 362-4330 Will pay U
Need ride. Chicago-Milwaukee
area. Thursday. October 31 or
Friday. November 1 Will pay
M ('.ill Jim. 364-6594

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND Kitten in area of
music bldg Call 362-4041
LOST
Siamese cat. dark
female, in area of Gypsy Lane
352-5687
LOST: Miied male sbeppard
Mack and white. 40 lbs wearing
choke collar, answers to Nicky.
352 6424 BG-Haskins area
"LOST: Heart-shaped amethyst
ring, gold band. Heirloom. If
found (please) contact Isabel
19-4141
'
HELP WANTED
Child care Housework M-F
3 30-5 00 Pays well 352-0214
RN's and LPN's needed. Call
3634411
SERVICES OFFERED
CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS
BY PHILIP MORTON. THE
WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER, 515CONNEAUT.

For your photographic needs:
portraits.
passports,
applications, senior specials.
Weissbrod Studio 123 W
Wooster 354-9041.
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER Guaranteed safety for
your bike with inside storage,
only 110 BBIiR 310 N. Main
352-4449. 364-5445
Specialists in Community
Agitation Kirk's Coin-O-Mat
709 S Main St.
Abortion Information Service
Clinic very close to area 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist.
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 216-631
1667
Decisions'' Need to talk?
Emotional I Material
Pregnancy Aid. 352-6236

Ann. Don t need $100 bill to
convince me that you're the
greatest Crescent Big there
could ever be' Thanks for
everything. Love. Debbie.

dinner Wednesday Kl> s would
like to do it again sometime'
Congrats Jenny on your KI>
Beta lavelearing We re waiting
for step No 2' In AOT. Your
sisters
Big Mama I guess I can trust
you' Thanx for the honor PPP
Wedenbeden Congrats on your
pinning and much happiness'
CB.
Kath and Mike, congratulations
on your engagement. I m really
psyched for the wedding, and 1
promise NO
MONKEYS"
Love. Your ■ M OH" Nance
The Sisters of Alpha Xi wish to
congratulate Jan Dudley on
being selected as the Phi Delt
sweetheart

Pumpkin chants will be sung
when the "AX pumkin walk"
has begun

Little Titmouse Get psyched'
The candles got blown out
Love. Luke

ATTENTION
STUDENTS
PLEASE CHECK YOUR
PLACEMENT
BEFORE
REGISTERING
FOR
ENGLISH HI. 112. 113 310
Moseley: 37141019.

Congrats Pres Shep' And 39
Foxy Debs Here's to a tight
year' Boris. Skut & Brotni

Law Society meeting Wed Oct
30th 7 00 p m Come hear a
guest speaker from Campus
Safety Room 200 MH - All
welcome.

SCARE THE SILLY SPOOK ON
WFAL690AM

GRADES!
GRADES"
GRADES!'! Come hear Dr
Joseph Gray lead a discussion
on "Grades. Evaluation.
Proficiency.' and speak your
piece
Tonight. 112 Life
Sciences 7 30 p m The Future
of Education at BGSU An
Eiperimental
Studies
Presentation.

Actives get psyched for turn
around day LfcL The Sigmas

FOR SALE

"

Fender amp 200 w Twin-Reverb
perfect condition. U26. 364-6411
125 gallon aquarium: complete
set-up 372-3493
|
AKC registered Irish Setter
puppy 6 weeks Female 176
364-1363.
12 x 66 mobile home. 2 bdrm
washer «. dryer, air. excel
condition 364-9362
12 x 60 mobile home, furnished
Call 352-6018 after 1

WANTED

Experimental Studies winter
quarter seminars are
announced in an ad in today's
News. Look for it!

Need 1 female rmmt to live in
furn trailer M0 mo incl
everything Call 364-6696 or 3528042

Winter quarter seminars
sponsored by Experimental
Studies appear in today's News
Somewhere

TORRENT

1 male rmmt. needed at Cherry
Hill Call 3W1M after 3

KD's say thanks and more to
the brothers of Sigma Nu for a
ROLLING tune at a really
great tea! Better late...

1 female rmmt needed Cherry
HUI 372-4141 before 6:00
SCARE THE SILLY SPOOK ON
WFALN0AM.

Delta - The sisters of Kappa
Delta say thanks for helping us
show our pledges a great time.
Thanks for a sunrisin" tea!

16 Fantastic Pledges' Thanks a

Delta - Thanks for the exchange

PERSONALS

REFRIGERATOR Call Sandy
372-4027.
'

Cherry Hill Village has apts
Rates start $200 mo furn or
unfurn. qtrs & half interest
leases avail Ph JS2-6248 Office
hours 9-6 Mon. thru Fri. Sat. 1-6.
After hours & Sun. by appt 863
NapoleonRd. Suite!
Furn. apt.. 2 bdrm disposal.
indoor heatei pool. sauna t
whirlpool
Ph
352-9378
J200 mo

Harriers dominate home meet
By Jerry Masek

Animal Sports Editor
There's something about a
hometown crowd that helps
bring out the best in athletes
The Falcon cross-country
team, competing on familiar
turf for the first time in five
weeks, swept the first five
places last weekend to com
pletely dominate the first
annual Falcon Invitational
at the BGSU golf course
Paced by junior Tim Zumbaugh °s first place finish.
BG took seven of the top
eight spots to win the fiveteam race About 50 persons
attended the meet

Saphamor* Gory D.^a.dmi (66) k«*p*
with senior co- captain Bruce Vermilyea during the
Falcon Invitational last weekend The two harrier*
tied (or third place, helping BG to a >weep of the
Mr»i fivo placet. BG won the five-team race and
will
compete
in
Championship! this

the
Central
Collegiate
weekend. (Newtphoto by

Jerry MaiekI

THE TOP five Falcons
turned in a composite time
of 2:31:01. more than 10
minutes ahead of the second
place team, the University
of Cincinnati
(2:41:111
Michigan
I'niversity's
second team placed third
while C'edarville
College
took fourth and Wright State
fifth
Zumbaugh. a transler slu
dent from Arizona State, led

The Falcon soccer team's
3-1 win over Ohio State
University last Saturday had
two things in common with a
dose
of
castor
oilunpleasant but effective
The Falcons the number
one ranked team in Ohio,
managed to hold off the
Bucks, now 2-2-2. in unimpressive style as they upped
their season record to 8-0-1
However it had been one
of Falcon coach Mickey
Cochrane's objectives to
turn in a good game after an
equally
meager
performance against Cleveland
State last weekend
ALTHOUGH THE scoreboard indicated the Falcons
notched their ninth straight
home victory, the Bucks
proved to be formidable opponents
despite ' their
absence
from
the Ohio
Collegiate Soccer Association tOCSAi poll For the
record.
BG outshot the
visitors. 27-19. and had seven
more
cornerkicks
But
OSU's
style
of
play
definitely upset
the Hi,
game plan
"Our play was mostly
indifferent, but it never was
good.'' Cochrane said "We
just didn't play what I call
thinking soccer."
In their recent 2-1 upset
win over Cleveland State
which boosted them into the
ninth
position
in
the
midwest rankings. BG used
an aggressive defense that
continually frustrated the
Vikings Cochrane said this
aspect of the Falcons game

was
also
absent
last
Saturday
We didn't go to the ball
very' well at all This hurt
our passing game, and for
awhile we were just playing
a kick and run soccer game
Ohio definitely controlled
play at the midfields too "
BILL SERVEDIO. OSl'
head coach, agreed with the
Cochrane
evaluation
In
addition, he said his squad
took better shots on goal
despite
the
BG
shot
advantage
" BG's problem is not
ability. Servedio said "It's
consistency '
But despite the unimpressive nature of their play, the
Falcons
did
emerge
victorious, and Cochrane
said he believed his squad
was more than lucky
Tm sure that a lot ol
people are looking at BG and
saying BG's just sliding by,'
but I ve always felt you have
to be good to be lucky,"
Cochrane said
Bowling Green got their
first goal at the 31:05 mark
of the first half when senior
Bart Hayden stole the ball
from
osr
goalie
Ned
Bassinger and tallied.
THE FALCONS failed to
score for the remainder of
the half, but at the 17:10
mark ol the third quarter,
junior Greg Cotton hit Steve
Kittelberger with a pass for
the second BG score.
After a goal by Buckeye
Tom Ci-rroll made it 2-1. a
pass from Hayden to Jan
Fedorcak resulted in a goal
and sealed the victory for
the Falcons.
One thing that marred the

Dial Falcon Hotline

OXFORD. Ohio iAPI-Rob Carpenter likes to run with tne
football and his Maimi of Ohio teammates arc only too happy (o
let him have his way
PARTICULARLY since last Saturday, when Carpenter ran
(or two touchdowns and caught another to lead the Redskins lo
a 38-H Victory over Toledo
The victory gave Miami a 3-0 Mid-American Conference
foo(ball record and sole possession of firsl place in (he league
("arpen(er hasn't been too happy before last Saturday
When Dick Crum succeeded Bill Mallory as head coach (his
season, he changed Carpenter's role from a running back lo a
blocking back
"I was disappointed at firsl,'' Carpenter s.ncl
I liked being
a running back But I'll do whatever (hey want me lodo."
CARPENTER got his chance to earn the ball last weekend
after it became evident that Miami's usual ground gainer.
Randy Walker, was getting nothing agailtsl Toledo's well-

m,

Open Sun. thru Thurs. 4:30 p.m.-l a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4:30 p.m.-2 a.m.
Free Delivery

372-BGSU

■

Volunteer assignments beginning Jan.. Feb., March
are now being filled.

Seniors and grad students should see recruiters on
campus: October 29, 30, 31 - Placement Office,
Student Service Building. Also: table in University
Hall.

ORDER NOW

S500 doz.
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Reserve Seating
Still Available

131
W. Wooster

MFM,

Mens Perm Wave
Call

MONTY'S 352-2611

BEAUTY SALON

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
WINTER QUARTER
SEMINARS
Instructor

Seminar

BEGINNING MODERN HEBREW

Dr. Leon Levine

FINDING A SIMPLER LIFE:
THE NEW NATURALISM

Dr. John Cooper

THE HOMOSEXUAL IN
LITERATURE

SKCWl OCT. 22nd thru NOV. 2nd

eioxh of
clo6t> end e
bit of wit...

with Comedian
DAVID BPENNER

?'«.

Mon., Tues., Wed.

ing conditions of low income people in the U.S. and
69 developing nations thru VISTA or the Peace
Corps.

Long Stem Roses
BG Delivery only

PONNC *
WARWICKC

"I HAD never been anything but a running back. Carpenter
explained. "I didn't know what other players were doing Now
I've been blocking so much I understand
"1 know whal a good block means and what a tough thing it is
to do
"1 want to become a complete back That means being a good
runner and a good pass receiver and a good Mocker
With an
emphasis, he hopes, on the running

especially you IHLIf*

2009 REYNOLDS RD.

3
5
2

schooled delensive line
"They were pulling a lot ol pressure on Randy
Carpenter
said "They were looking lor him and not expecting me to
carry."
While he was shining once more as a runner, he quickly
bowed to his old job-blocking He also said he could understand
and appreciate beUer whal i( means lo be a good runner
because of his job as a Mocker

You can play an important role in improving the liv-

■QUICHE 10RRME
.EGGS
, STEW1

U

The Falcons, alter turning
in back-to-back wins in the
All-Ohio and Falcon Invitational meets, will compete
Sa(urday in the Central Col
legiate Championships at
Bloomington. Ind

Monty

PEACE CORPS - VISTA

,JH

,80 BtNEOICT

Junior College, the national
junior college champions,
had entered the race but did
not run because o[ previous
commitments

Stop in and see

$
HOMECOMING MUMS
$ 00
«j| Cash & Carry
l ea.
$
r| Delivered
l".a.
$
«p_ Organizations
.95

SUMD£-

A gold li.it WoUle's everpreseM
trademark,
was
easily spotted as he jogged
the course
Southwestern Michigan

Page 7

£
.EVERY

runner, now competing on
the pro track tour, joined (he
race after the first 100
yards, and dropped out near
the finish line. He kept pace
with Zumbaugh during his
running

FNEED A NEW STYLE?

5 PORTS

Tuesday, October 29, 1974

JLisaneffoi
103 N MAIN

Olympic gold medalist
Dave
Wottle
returned
Saturday '» give (he fans an
added
attraction
The

The BG NeWE*

Falcon win was the groin
injury sustained by senior
co-captain Bud Lewis He is
not expected to play in
tomorrow's
game
with
Akron I'niversitv

CALL
352-5166

OTHER
FALCONS to
finish high in the 54-man
field were Paul Emery
(Uth), Dave Vance tilth.,
John Adams 119th I. Rick
Hutchinson <21st), Tom
MeSheffery i23rd) and Ron
Sauen25thi

Carpenter would rather run

SOPHOMORE (irsl year
runner Gary Dosiardins kept
pace with senior co-oaptain
Bruce Vermilyea throughout
the six miles The two tied
for third place, clasping
hands as they hit the finish
line
Senior
co-captain .Tom
I'M slon placed filth in :I0.33.
giving BG a complete sweep
for a shm i MI I
Cincinnati's Dave Stanton
was eighth and
Wright
Slate s John Shull in ninth

Booters repel Buckeyes
By Pete Englehart
Staff Writer

place were the only runners
to break BG's dominance in
the top 10 Freshmen har
riers Dan Cartledge and
Clary Little, both injured in
practice last week, displaced (or BC in seventh and
eight, respectively
Former Falcon steeplechase ace Jim Spiers, nowrunning (or the Bowling
Green Track Club, placed
10th

during the entire race and
finished the six-mile course
in 29:48. two-tenths of a
second
olf
the
course
record
"I was pleased with both
the win and the ease of the
win.
said BG tutor Mel
Brodt
"Several
runners
turned in their top limes of
the season, and this was
very encouraging
Sophomore sensation Dan
Dunton was one of the
distance men Brodt was
referring in. The letterman
a question mark last week
because ol an injury, placed
second
He
was
eight
seconds behind Zumbaugh's
pace

MikeSaba

KOINE II: NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK

Tom Witzel

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
HERMAN HESSE

Douglas Belknap

SEARCHING FOR RELIGIOUS
SELF-AWARENESS: A
PERSONAL APPROACH

James J.Bacik

SELF-ACTUALIZATION AS A
WAY OF BEING

Dr. Trevor J. Phillips

THE THEORY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF LIBERATARIANISM

Dr. William Reichert

J.R.R. TOLKIEN

Mark Berman

EDUCATION & MINORITIES

Hunter Boylan

Dr. Richard Burke

All seminars carry 4 hours of elective credit,
and are graded on a Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory basis.
For times and location AND MANDATORY
PRE-REGISTRATION, come to: The Office of
Experimental Studies, 541 Education Bldg.

ALL DAY
TUES. S WED.
OCT. 29 & 30

FOOTLONG
FRIES
COLE SLAW
20' DRINK

$110
With Chili
Sauce U.20

WE HAVE CIDER & DONUTS

VOTE TODAY
FOR HOMECOMING CANDIDATES
AT DESIGNATED POLLING AREA 12:00-6:15 P.M.

P»fe »/1hm K> News, Tuesday, October W. 1974

f Preston lifts Falcons
By Mark Glover
Cilovrr
By.
Sporli Editor
The Bowling Green football team had a number o( things to
be thankful for last Saturday.
The BG players and coaches were glad their Marshall
University (1-61 opposition could not manage to score a
touchdown while deep in Falcon territory The Falcons were
also relieved when their offense started rolling up points in the
second half. But. there was one additional thing the BG crew
was especially grateful about
They were glad that football is a 60-minute game.

IF THE football rules said the game was terminated at the
end of SO minutes, the Falcons would have been on the short
end of a 3-0 decision with the Thundering Herd last weekend
Fortunately for BG. there was a second half of play, and
running back Dave Preston was there to dominate it.
After seeing their first su drives stall in first half action, the
Falcons (4-31 exploded with four louchdowas in the second
stanza to down Ml), 28-3 The offensive blitz was led by Preston
who scored two touchdowns while gaining 148 of his total 191
yards in the second half
The Falcon tailback gave credit to the offensive line for
opening up large holes in the Marshall defense, and such was
surely the case But. many of Preston's romps in the final 30
minutes were highlighted by strong individual effort as he
squirmed out of the arms of Mil tacklers time and time again
THE POWERFUL Preston looked the part for a hero's role,
but little Robin Yocum had a big influence in the second stanza
The freshman placekicker literally booted the hell out of the
ball on Falcon kickoffs to put Marshall in the hole for the last
half of the game
With Yocum cutting off the Thundering Herd kick returns
and the Falcon defense halting Ml' offensive drives, BG coach
Don Nehlen was able to breathe easier in (he locker room after

and Yocum at
the battle He had words of praise for Preston ai
that time.
"Dave Preston just played a great game." said Nehlen. "He
was better today than he's been all year.
"If you give Dave Preston one yard, he'll get you three. If
you give him a hole, he'll get 10," added Nehlen.
THE FALCON mentor also said Preston, who has been
plagued with assorted minor injuries this season, was probably
" 100 per cent for the first time this year."
When asked about Yocum, Nehlen smiled with all the
confidence of a coach who seems to have discovered a new
secret weapon. Yocum's primary mission was to kick the ball
into the end zone.
We told him that's what be should do, and he did," said
Nehlen. "He's a pretty good kicker if you ask me."
During the first half, when Yocum was not kicking off, BG's
Don Taylor was having his troubles in a punting war. Most
Marshall drives started near the 50-yard line and the Falcon
defensive had a tough time holding the Thundering Herd to just
one field goal
The BG offense in the first half was hardly impressive as it
made only one first down and ran up a rather pathetic 67 total
yards. The few minutes spent in the locker room made a big
difference as the Falcons were a completely different team
after being down 3-0 at intermission
AFTER PRESTON destroyed Marshall's winning hopes with
his two touchdowns and slashing runs in the third quarter, BG
quarterback Mark Miller went into the end zone for a third TD.
Taylor's third extra point made the score 21-3 with 10:54 to play
in the final period, and most of the 13,636 fans went home.
Those who headed for the exits early missed the final BG
touchdown late in the fourth quarter when quarterback Mike
Booth fired a perfect 12-yard pass to Chuck I.indsey for six
points Taylor booted the 28th point through the uprights to
finish Marshall for the day

Yocum's foe a weapon
By DanGarfleld
Asstilaat Sports Editor
Robin Yocum is a classicCinderella story - rags - to riches
His rise to fame on the
Falcon gridiron might
require an in-depth explana
tion by the nation's top
brains, but for this freshman
walk-on kicker, his college
debut last Saturday in the
Bowling Green-Marshall
game was dramatic, awkward, but simple
He kicked the ball
Yocum's kicking style
caught the eye of Falcon
fans as he walked on the
field for the second half
kickoff
"1 use a piece of raw hide
and tie it around my foot,
then I kick it," Yocum said

as he squeezed a soda pop
can nervously in the locker
room "I've been kicking
this way since junior high "
THE BRILLIANT. Ohio
native's kicking stance is as
awkward as it is to explain
First he tics the toe of his
shoe up with (he piece of
raw hide, (hen sleps off the
required distance for his
approach to (he ball
Yocum's approach to the
ball is a sight in itself As he
nears the ball with long,
wobbly strides (he walks
wobbly because of (he tiedup shoe). there is a slow-motion advance
However, the moment his
foot comes into contact with
the pigskin, the ball elevates
like a human cannon ball
toward the end /.one--some-

times out The way Yocum
prepares his shoe does not
bother his running downfield, and he said he kicks
better "lied-up."
"It never hampered me to
tie my shoe up." he said "I
can't kick the ball squaretoed at all "
YOCUM'S RISE to the
varsity ranks moves him
into a battle for the kickoff
spot However, he will have
to overcome two major
competitors, including Brian
l.rwis and veteran Dan
Taylor.
I came up in September
and (here were a lot of good
kickers," he said. "Lewis
and Taylor were kicking
good so 1 waited for a
chance
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"Last week before the
Miami game, I got a chance
to try, but 1 didn't get to kick
because we played at
Miami." he added.
Getting to the varsity
ranks is one thing, but
Yocum's climb overcame
his failure to make the
junior varsity team
"1
didn't go up to Toledo (for
the first JV game), because
they took some extra receivers," he said.
Yocum said one other embarrassing incident occurred
last week when his name
was plated on the roster in
the locker room. He said
someone put up Itobin.
"They probably thought that
was my last name or something," he said.

Mean taHbock Dave Preston kuMaM bit* the Marshall front daUmtv Nne
during last Saturday's action al Doyt L. Perry Field. The sophomore running
back piled up 191 yards in 26 carries lor the day. (Newspheto by Michael G.
Grone)

Bulldozer

Women golfers 2nd at MSU
Bv I ..tun Leach
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's women
golfers finished up their fall
season as runner-up in the
Sparianetle tournament ll
Michigan Slat* lasi
weekend
As expected, the MM
Sparlanellt's won (heir
tournament. Other (earns
competing in the tourney

were Central Michigan,
Western Miclugan. Wayne
State, and Oakland (Michigan) University
MEDALIST IN the tournamenl was Michigan State's
Joan Garrety who finished
with a 78. BG's top
Ireshman, Karen Parshall.
■cored an 83 for third place.
According to golf coach
Dolores Black, the Falcons

entered two teams in the
tournament. The "Matrons." or veteran golfers,
finished third in the team
standings with a 357. Team
members were Pat Santour
(88). I.mdy Bastel 189).
Carolyn Treece (89). Peg
Gibbons 190) and Carol Sommerville (112)
The Falcon first-year
golfers, or "Maidens"
scored a 384 to finish in

fourth place
Individual
scorers were Parshall (831.
Jane Strathman (92). Jill
Bower (1041. Elizabeth
Strasser (1051 and Carla
Schneider (107)
Michigan State's "A" and
"B" teams took first and
second place in team
standings, scoring 342 and
346 respectively
The BG golfers begin
competition again in April.
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BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
FOR ONE MORE WEEK!
Larry Grimando, senior photographer for the 1975
Key, has been held over to offer his services to any
senior desiring portraits.

THIS IS LARRY'S LAST
WEEK ON CAMPUS FOR
THE YEAR SO MAKE
YOUR APPOINTMENT
NOW AT 310 STUDENT
SERVICES OR CALL 3720086. TIME IS RUNNING
OUT!
Profile of a Portrait Photographer—Larry Grimando
Home: Angel Motel; any bed, vacant or otherwise; 310 Student Services
darkroom.
Age: past sixteen and never been kissed
Hobbies: placing people's feet on arrows; camping out in the backseat of
his emerald-green Cadillac; securing a new complex about his New York accent; camouflaging himself as a BGSU student.
Last Books Read: "The Art of Communication." by Iveno Accent; "The
Pseudo-Photographer in Today's Society." by Phillip Imple; "Sex and the
Single Photographer," by Gordon James.
Quotes: "Say men...say women...say scotch...ah ##$%ts*#!" "Hey, youse
guys, they sell cawfy fawh a quada on thoidithoid." "Jerry sends his love to
your sister." "$3.50."
Profile: Larry is a very dedicated portrait photographer as revealed by the
many late hours he spends coaxing smiles from young women. He enjoys
travelling across the scenic Mid-west explaining his uniqueness by saying,
"I'm from Manhattan." Larry is living proof that photographers can and do
find jobs. Smile!

Smile: hop

